THE SOCIETY'S PRIZES

The American Mathematical Society offers three prizes in fields as noted below, and awards them at five-year intervals in accordance with the following schedule.

1. The Bôcher Prize in Analysis, to be awarded at the end of 1943 for papers in analysis published during the years 1938–42 inclusive (five previous awards).

2. The Cole Prize in Algebra, to be awarded at the end of 1944 for papers published during the years 1939–43 inclusive (two previous awards).

3. The Cole Prize in the Theory of Numbers, to be awarded at the end of 1941 for papers published during the years 1936–40 inclusive (one previous award).

If the committee on awards finds no memoir of outstanding merit at the time appointed for a given award, it will report this fact to the Council; the Council concurring, no award shall be made at that time.

The individual amount of each prize is set by the Council; ordinarily it has been one hundred dollars. The following conditions for eligibility have been adopted:

1. A memoir to be eligible for consideration must have been published in the appropriate interval of time in a recognized journal published in the United States or Canada.

2. The author at the time of publication of the memoir must have been a member of the American Mathematical Society.

3. The author at the time of publication of the memoir must have been not more than fifty years of age.

4. No dissertation shall be eligible for any one of the prizes.

5. No author who has once received a particular prize shall again be awarded the same prize.

6. No paper shall be eligible for more than one prize.
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